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Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Security and protection]: Denial of Service

General Terms
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent cloud computing provides scalable service us-

ing rental VMs, e.g., Amazon EC2. Although the com-
puting resources on any particular server is well allo-
cated by VMs, the network resource is actually shared
directly among di!erent tenants[5, 1]. Lack of e"cient
bandwidth and tra"c isolation makes such service vul-
nerable to attacks inside DCN.

Malicious tenants may launch arbitrary tra"c pat-
tern to attack the VMs of other tenants in the same
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Figure 1: DoS scenario and system model.

data center. In this paper, we focus on attacks tar-
geting at TCP, which has been widely used as reliable
transport protocol. Previous study shows that puls-
ing denial of service(PDoS) alike attack[3] may cause
excessive timeouts on other victims’ TCP connections.
Compared with tra"c flooding attack, PDoS is hard to
detect.

Although on Internet the assumed bottleneck satu-
rated by one PDoS flow may be found, such case is
hard to deploy in a well-constructed DCN. A DCN is
usually provided with high-bandwidth and low-latency.
Considering such low-latency can be leveraged for syn-
chronization, we study a synchronized denial of service
(SDoS) attack. In SDoS, multiple PDoS flows are syn-
chronized carefully (at microsecond granularity), and
are aggregated to generate large tra"c burst in millisec-
onds time. Both the inter-arrival time of flows and the
burst length is di!erent from previous study on Internet
at 100 ms[4]. Recent study on TCP incast [2] reflects
the impact. In this paper, we build a SDoS model to
study the characteristics of such attack.

2. MODEL OF ATTACK
To illustrate how SDoS attack works, we begin with

the simplest case as shown in Fig. 1, where tenant at-
tackers (TAs) and the victim(s) share the same FIFO
pattern ToR switch. TAs synchronize multiple attack
flows to overflow the bu!er periodically, like[3]. We con-
sider a single victim TCP flow to simplify our model.
For cases that multiple victim flows under the attack
simultaneously, our model accounts for the worst case,
namely flow with the largest RTT, as longer bursts



Sbuf The bu!er size of switch, counted by packets
! The time to transmit a packet
NDoS The number of DoS attack flows
" ! [0, 1] The rate of homogeneous attack flows,

normalized against the capacity of the link
Tbst The duration of persistent attack, namely the

burst length in[3]
# ! [0, Tbst] inter-arrival time to characterize the degree of

synchronization of the attack flows
R0 RTT of the victim TCP without queueing
Npkt Packets of the victim TCP issued per round

Table 1: Notations.

would be required to suppress it.
Table. 1 introduces the notations for our model. We

assume the victim TCP already entered the steady state
before the attack, and a round corresponds to the du-
ration for the foremost packet of a full TCP window to
arrive at the switch successively. For convenience, we
further presume all packets are of the same size.

From the TA’s point of view, the whole objective is
to cause enough packet losses for TCP to timeout while
minimizing the attack time Tbst.

We decompose Tbst into two parts: time to saturate
the switch bu!er (T1) and time to drop enough packets
(T2). For the former, as more SDoS packets pile into
the bu!er, both the RTT and the queue length would
increase until a packet loss and evolve as follows:

R (k) = R0 + Q (k) " ! (1)

Q (k) = Q (k # 1) + Npkt + (" # 1) " R (k # 1) /! (2)

where R (k) and Q (k) are the RTT and queue length
in the kth round respectively, " indicates the aggregate
e!ective rate of SDoS flows and:

" =
NDoS " Tbst " #

Tbst + (NDoS # 1) " $
(3)

Let Q (k!) = Sbuf , one can find the round when the
bu!er begins to overflow. Using (1)-(3), we then get:

T1 =
!

i"[1,k!]
R (i), where : k! = Q#1 (Sbuf ) (4)

For the latter, we simply assume that an additional
round after the bu!er gets full would cause enough
packet losses for TCP to timeout, hence:

T2 = R (k!) = R0 + Sbuf " ! (5)

Thus we can conclude the time TAs need to attack ef-
ficiently is Tbst $ T1 + T2 by combining (4) and (5).

3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We deployed a testbed with tens of servers and one

Quanta LB4G 48-port Gigabit Ethernet switch with
2MB bu!er per chip evenly shared by 24 ports, as shown
in Fig. 1. We restrict TCP receive window size to con-
trol the packets issued per round, and launch each at-
tack flow with # % 0.94. Further, we found $ can be less
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Figure 2: Tbst vs num of packets per round.

than 100us thus assumed $ & Tbst. Observing that, we
take " = NDoS$Tbst$"

Tbst+(NDoS#1)$# % NDoS " # for simplicity.
Besides a good match between our model and the

practical experiments, two observations are found in
Fig. 2:(1)more packets issued per round makes TCP
more vulnerable, as the attacker gains more help from
the victim itself, and (2)more participants in an attack
lower the risk of exposure of TAs.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Compared with traditional PDoS attack, SDoS at-

tack leverages the low-latency feature of DCN by well
synchronizing multiple flows to generate high tra"c burst
at milliseconds time. As future work, we are consider-
ing bottleneck at high-level switches and other packet
dropping policy like RED.

As for the counter-measures, performance isolation
or guarantee[5, 1] are promising, but to handle attacks
at milliseconds scale is challenging. Proposals for miti-
gating TCP Incast may help, yet elaborate attacks may
preserve the congestion for a long time, e.g., using dif-
ferent combinations of flows to attack.
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